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Abstract
Background: With the continuing growth of learning resources, it is important to explore and analyze the
effectiveness of a teaching method. Case-based learning (CBL) is defined in a number of ways depending
on the discipline and type of ‘case’ employed. Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE), a more
objective and comprehensive assessment tool which could be used to evaluate clinical operation skills of
clinical medical staff and students.
Objectives: To determine the effectiveness of CBL, in terms of students’ feedback and formative OSCE
grades.
Method: In the Chinese eight-year medical program practice stage, CBL teaching is carried out, and the
results of OSCE are used to evaluate the effect of CBL teaching. The eight-year internship students were
randomly divided into the traditional teaching group (TT group) (n=26) and the CBL group (n=24).
Result: The scores of the CBL group in the ability to collect medical history, operation of basic skills, test
bank answers were all statistically better than those of TT group (p <0.05). The physical examination
ability score in CBL group was higher than the TT group but was not statistical different (p>0.05).
Conclusion: The results showed that the performance of the CBL teaching group was better than that of
the TT group. The OSCE assessment is objective and comprehensive, but lacks analysis of abilities such
as literature review, English skills and problems encountered in CBL teaching, which still needs further
study to better promote CBL teaching.

Introduction
Case-Based Learning (CBL) focuses on the improving medical students’ clinical thinking ability. A CBL
definition is “The goal of the CBL is to prepare students for clinical practice, through the use of authentic
clinical cases. It links theory to practice, through the application of knowledge to the cases, using inquirybased learning methods” [1]. By allowing students to actively participate in simulated case scenarios and
learn in the form of discussion, CBL is often used to supplement traditional teaching methods. In recent
years, medical schools nationwide have achieved beneficial outcomes using CBL teaching [2, 3]. However,
we need to be soberly aware that while CBL teaching can improve teaching outcomes, it may also yield
unintended consequences associated with imbalance between the subject (students) and the guidance
(teachers) or the students who cannot invest without interest [4]. Therefore, a more objective and accurate
assessment of the CBL teaching reform is needed.
The Observed Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE), first described by Harden and colleagues in 1975
[5], is a new way to evaluate clinical operation skills of medical staff and medical students. OSCE is
theoretically intended as an educational measure during medical training, allowing the assessment of
students' abilities in a changing medical environment [6]. Some research stated that the scores obtained
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by medical students in OSCE have a strong predictive value for students' ability to identify and integrate
relevant information and manage patients. [7]
In this research, we combine the OSCE and CBL teaching methods to evaluate the teaching effect of the
new teaching model and provide a reference for the optimization of CBL teaching in the future.

Objects And Methods
Objects
A total of 50 students who entered the internal medicine internship in the eight-year medical program
were randomly divided into either a traditional teaching group (TT group, 26 students) or a CBL group (24
students).
Methods
1. CBL teaching plan development

Case selection
The teaching plan was developed according to the eight-year textbook of "Internal Medicine", the actual
situation of each ward of the internal medicine department of Tongji hospital affiliated to Huazhong
University of Science and Technology and combined with the relevant regulations of the syllabus.

CBL teaching

① (Students) select cases and collect medical history according to the internship situation;
② (Students) combine the cases, review the literature, and prepare.
③ (Students) report and ask questions and set learning goals under the guidance of the teachers.
④ (Students) collect data, seek the answer.
⑤ (Students) share results, and (teachers) summarize and evaluate.
⑥ Results are integrated into clinical practice.
2. OSCE evaluation
OSCE standardized tests were conducted within two weeks after the completion of the clinical practice,
including [6]:
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① Ability to collect medical history for assessment: as the examiner, standard patients (SP) assess the
contents and skills of students' consultation. SP is the key link of this site assessment. Previous studies
have shown that the teachers in charge of training and SP scored independently and their consistency
reached 85%, demonstrating the validity of assessment of SP.

② Assessment of physical examination ability: according to the characteristics of the case of inquiry, key
physical examination of SP shall be carried out within the specified time.

③ Basic Skills Operation: according to the requirements of the internal medicine teaching syllabus, the
corresponding skill operation is selected, with the emphasis on aseptic operation and humanistic care in
the whole process.

④ Experts were organized to compile the question bank according to the teaching syllabus. The question
bank was in the form of multiple choices questions, which involved the diagnosis, differential diagnosis
and the next treatment plan of related cases.

⑤ The above results were combined to calculate the total score and evaluate the teaching effect of CBL.
Statistical analysis
SPSS19.0 software system was used for statistical analysis. Measurement data are expressed x̄ as±s,
and the t test was used for comparison between groups, non-normal distribution indexes were tested by
non-parametric test. p < 0.05 set as statistically significant.

Results

Comparison of two groups of general information
There were no statistically significant differences between the CBL and TT group in gender, age,
satisfaction with OSCE assessment method, satisfaction with teachers and professional title level of
teachers (p > 0.05) (Table 1).
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Table 1
Comparison of general data between two group of students
TT group(n = 26)

CBL group(n = 24)

p

gender(male/female)

10/16 (38.5%)

13/11 (54.2%)

0.275

age(year)

24.00 ± 0.63

24.25 ± 1.07

0.327

Satisfaction with OSCE (Yes/No)

23/3 (88.5%)

22/2 (91.7%)

0.713

Satisfaction with teacher(Yes/No)

25/1 (96.2%)

24/24 (100%)

0.327

Teacher title

26/0 (100%)

24/0 (100%)

N/A

(attending and above)

Feedback analysis of teaching mode
Students in the CBL group (n = 24) believed that CBL teaching was more intuitive, helpful to grasp know e
and improve practical ability (95.8%), mobilize enthusiasm and cultivate divergent thinking (95.8%),
improve logical expression and interpersonal communication (91.2%), and deepen the understanding of
medical diseases (100%) (Table 2).
Table 2
Feedback analysis of CBL teaching in CBL group
Advantages of CBL

number

satisfaction

Yes No
Intuitive, helpful to master knowledge, improve practical ability

23

1

95.8%

Arouse enthusiasm, cultivate divergent thinking

23

1

95.8%

Improve logical expression and interpersonal communication

22

2

91.7%

Deepen the understanding of medical diseases

24

0

100%

Both groups of students agreed on the content design of the OSCE assessment method (TT group 100%
v.s. CBL group 95.8%), the necessity of pre-test training (TT group 100% v.s. CBL group 95.8%), the
objective reflection of clinical ability (TT group 96.2% v.s. CBL group 91.2%), and the objective and fair
scoring of SP (TT group 96.2% v.s. CBL group 100%), and there was no statistical difference between the
two groups (p > 0.05) (Table 3).
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Table 3
Feedback analysis of OSCE teaching
TT group(n = 26)

CBL group(n = 24)

p

Yes/No

satisfaction

Yes/No

satisfaction

Content design

26/0

100%

23/1

95.8%

0.328

necessity of pre-test training

26/0

100%

23/1

95.8%

0.328

Objective grading

25/1

96.2%

22/2

91.2%

0.514

objectively reflect the clinical ability

25/1

96.2%

24/0

100%

0.342

OSCE was used to evaluate the teaching effectiveness
As shown in Table 4, the scores of the CBL group in the ability to collect medical history (TT group 88.27
± 3.41 v.s. CBL group 91.79 ± 3.95), operation of basic skills (TT group 90.85 ± 4.59 v.s. CBL group 93.83
± 5.03), test bank answers (TT group 87.58 ± 4.24 v.s. CBL group 91.71 ± 4.71) and total scores of OSCE
(TT group 89.01 ± 2.99 v.s. CBL group 92.19 ± 3.29) were all statistically significantly better than those of
TT group (p < 0.05).
However, although the physical examination ability score was better than TT group (TT group 89.35 ±
5.04 v.s. CBL group 91.42 ± 4.56), there was no statistical difference (p > 0.05).
Table 4
Comparison of Teaching Effects between TT group and CBL group
TT group(n = 26)

CBL group(n = 24)

p

collecting medical history ability

88.27 ± 3.41

91.79 ± 3.95

0.001

Physical examination ability

89.35 ± 5.04

91.42 ± 4.56

0.135

Basic Skills Operation ability

90.85 ± 4.95

93.83 ± 5.03

0.040

Answer ability of the test bank

87.58 ± 4.24

91.71 ± 4.71

0.002

OSCE score

89.01 ± 2.99

92.19 ± 3.29

0.001

Discussion

The teaching effect of CBL in internal medicine is
remarkable
Applying the CBL teaching method resulted in improvements in many aspects of teaching effectiveness
[8]. The students' subjective initiative has been given full play, their active learning ability has been
enhanced, students have learned to ask questions actively, develop the ability to find answers by
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themselves, and cultivate the ability to obtain literature information through various ways [9]. Through
interactive learning, discussion and communication between students and teachers, the theory learned is
combined with clinical practice, and the clinical thinking ability and clinical skills are initially formed [10].
CBL also cultivates the students' communication skills and the sense of cooperation with others.
Compared with the common cramming method, the CBL teaching method greatly improves teaching
effectiveness: the classroom atmosphere is active, stimulating students' ability to think seriously and
enhancing their participation and enthusiasm; stimulate students' interest in learning and help them
master theoretical knowledge in an all-round way; improve logical thinking ability, enhance the ability of
comprehensive analysis and problem solving; improve the ability of independent learning, exercise the
ability of independent literature review, access to information, improve information literacy; broaden the
students' scope of knowledge, contribute to the application of knowledge, and make the basic knowledge
and clinical skills closely combined; improve students' ability of expression and make teachers better
understand students' real inner thoughts and actual needs; enhance the spirit of teamwork, so that
students learn to communicate with others, including classmates, teachers, patients effectively [11–13].
In this study, the basic information of the two groups of students is similar, and there is no statistical
difference in various indicators (including gender, age, etc.). The students who participated in CBL
teaching all expressed their affirmation of the CBL teaching method from different angles, and OSCE
results further objectively verified the advantages of CBL teaching method.

OSCE is more objective in assessing students' clinical
competence
OSCE is a new way to evaluate the clinical skills of clinicians, nurses, interns and medical students. It has
been widely used in many countries and regions in the world since it was initiated by Dr. Harden in the
United States in 1975. Many medical schools in the United States have been implementing OSCE to
evaluate the clinical skills of medical students [13]. OSCE has many advantages, such as detecting
clinical skills that cannot be detected by traditional written test and overcoming subjective differences of
grading teachers. Therefore, the application of OSCE, especially the use of SP-OSCE research and
practice in Europe and the United States has been surging, and at the same time, has also been promoted
to the training of resident doctors and specialist examinations [14, 15]. In recent years, the majority of
studies have shown that the OSCE has many advantages in assessing the competence of practitioners,
the clinical skills of medical students, and the expertise of specialists [16]. In addition, OSCE, as a method
of objective assessment of students' abilities has great flexibility and can be operated according to the
characteristics of different disciplines and objective conditions under the basic framework [17]. The
evaluation of students' comprehensive ability has always been the focus of medical educators at home
and abroad. Therefore, we introduced the method of OSCE into the eight-year internship examination.
Through comparison and research, we used the main characteristics of its strong objectivity and multistation examination method for reference, and combined with the existing clinical comprehensive skills
examination method, and established a comprehensive multi-station clinical examination method
matching the objective conditions.
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CBL and OSCE are mutually reinforcing
In this study, in the OSCE assessment, we found that the scores of CBL group were better than those of
TT group in terms of the ability to collect medical history, the scores of basic skill operation, the scores of
question bank answers and the total scores of OSCE, with statistical differences. The usual CBL teaching
process is actually the process of preparing cases for OSCE. Through CBL teaching, students can be
familiar with the process and assessment content of OSCE, and their real clinical ability can be reflected
in the actual OSCE assessment. Therefore, CBL teaching method and OSCE complement and promote
each other.

Conclusion
In this study, we used OSCE to evaluate the difference in teaching outcomes between CBL teaching and
traditional teaching. The use of the two mixed modes(OSCE combines CBL) can significantly improve
students' enthusiasm in class, cultivate divergent thinking, improve students' comprehensive ability to
analyze problems and solve problems, and the evaluation results are more objective and reliable, which is
worthy of promotion of the teaching mode. However, we found that OSCE's analysis of CBL teaching
effect lacks analysis of students' other abilities (such as literature review, English ability, etc.) in CBL
teaching. Further multi-center and large-sample studies are needed to improve our teaching method.
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